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Querittons and Examplea
or questions:

'

P"ii:t#"n!2T'

You gia.e.tnoney aery frccly.

:

rr'iT1:"t::x'::;|,u

oo" or them

R

has

beggpgisoned, would it be right to say :
whatisdead, ? whichis deidr or wno is deod?

'

','

,

answers :
t. Because a man was

3'. PJil"#?IJ3rltr
4. Suddenly.
5. In the morning.
6. The brake.
7. A rnan.

,
,

in the road.

are now possible, and atrt even greater numfl

"

ti

?

"utomobile
Arylma,n : Why put such a foolish quep-tfoq

W.. Anywoma,n: Then
Mrs.
was the autofoobile in
M r:";,trtr:;i-,i,iJs;.'
sense

?

lvrrs. Anyaornan: would

#*JI #*

?

1,oo no

it not have been better

to-put on the brake slowly ?
Anyman : If. the man wal in the road ?
Mr|. Anyworna,n.. But wasn,t he putting on the
-Mr.

brake

?

Mr. Anymaa .'fsn't it clear there were two men I
Mrs. Anywoman : Then why
not sav so ?
Mr.. Anyman : Why not ? -But is tLere a , y'

in hnot

?

WOR.D-FORMS

With the 850 words, and a knowledge
only of the forms which have so far been
used, 'a surprisirrg number of statements

onice.

Mrs. Anywoman: Was there an office in the

,

r. OTHER

. ti'ir| ?ril,'ff ir, office in an automobitre in
the,morning,-it was neiissary tol put on thc brahc
'"f:T":fniy"#,#{r,i;;::!;^::t*",be the

d

ber would be quite clear to every reader.
This is because the other forms are chiefly
designed to make things go more smoothly.
A rough idea of the sense may be got without learning them; and most of the expansions of the senses of the words are quite

natural developments when taken in
connection with the rest of a statement.
Let us go back to the example on page
52 and put the nearest form about which
we are certain in the place of any word
which we have not come across so far :

" The camera-man who mahe an attempt to
take a moue picture of the society women before
they get they hats off, do not get off the ship,

tillhewasquestion.,."
There is no doubt ttrat the story is all
in past time, so the sense is clear evtn here.
It is only necessary to get the right time'

1

For this use ot

to, see page rz6.
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forms of make, get and do, the pronoun-

form their, and the rule for

' when needed, from names
and question. When you are

'adjectives

like

moae

making

clear about the behaviour of the very small
on
pages 75 and 76, and the working of the
rule on page 82 about the addition of the
end.ings -a/, -ing, and -ed when needed,
you have the cornplete system.

list of 'operator' and 'pronoun '-forms

This is interesting for two reasons :
(l) In other languages (and in normal
English) there are generally pages
and pages of ' special , time-forms
(which take years to get fixed in the
memory for ready use).
(2) Even the most strongly supported

I.

'OPERATOR'-FORMS
(with ' PRONOUNS ')
The different forms of the ' operators '
and ' pronouns ' m"y be given in examples
which make it clear when and how they
are to be used.
Here is be used with the different
'pronouns ' in the present.
1. T am where he (she, it) is ; so we (you, they)
arc aLL in the same place.
Then we have be in the past, and with it
the special past form of the ' operators',
which is only complete when used with
hatse ot be. For haue see example 5.
2. This (that) u)as where these (those) were
seen (made, kept, Put, g'iaen, sent, tahenl
yesterday.

Example 3 (and 5) gives us the form of the

of the'different attempts to make an

' operator' with the sense ' in the process

international language with new
words has at least S0 rules for ttre
addition of endings to its rootwords ; and you have to be an expert with most of these endings (and
with about 8,000 separate roots)
before you are able to make any
but the simplest sort of statements,
such as those which have been
possible in the early examples of
this book.

of ', which is used with be and have in the
past, present, or future.
S. I am (was, will be) going (coming) where he
is (was, ai,ll btl getting (mahi,ng, putting)

what we are (were, will, be) haaing (gi,uing,
heeplng) for our meal.
Example 4 gives the present form of haae.

4. I (*e) haae some things which he (she, it)
has.

Here are two complex ways of making the
past by putting together forms which we
have had in earlier examples.
5. I (yoo) haue had (Sot) what he has been
haaing (sayi,ng, seeing, sending , tahing) .
73
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FORMS OF 'OPERATOB'S'

6 and 7 give the simple present of all the
'operators' other than be and haae, with
the complex present formed with be.

6.

SPECIAL
PAST
FORM

Whenever he /efs us, we tahe (do, gct, hecp,
tnohe, sa,!, see, send,) what be mahes (does,
puts, says, sees, sends) ; but now he is being
(seeming) kind, and is letting me seo how

I[ORE

ONE TEAN ONE

1,2 I coME

he is doing it.

lcour

GET

Whose are these (those) dogs which corne
Go) where my (his, her) dog com,es (goesl,
and gets (heeps, puts, tahes) its food ?

GryE-

Examples 8 and 9 (10 and 11) give some
simple past forms of the 'operators '.

8. Our (your, their)

I CTT

GO

I(EEP

dogs came (went\ and got

what the other dog hept (Put, toohl there.
9. He has gone (come\ now, so I will say what.
he (they) did (had, said, made, sentl.
Example l0 gives us another complex way

MAKING

of forming the past by using the past of
with the special past forms which
came into example 2.
10. Others, who had done (had, said) it before,

h,aae

g6rae

TAr{E I TooK

TAKING

me (him, her, us, you, them) no help.

Now comes an example of fl&alt and of
do when used to make a statement with
' ,oot'. In addition, you are given the
past of. will.
'
I l. It seems that if I (we) lct (do not lctl the
boy whom I saw have it, he may tahe what

ARE
DO

i DID
I

HAvE I rreo
I

sAY

he did (would) not tahc before.
Last of all, we get two more ways of putting
word,s together to make complex pasts,
for which may, might, and uould are used.
12. He says that we may haae been wrong,
because we might (would\ not haac seemod so
foolish if we had not let them take it.
74
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I l,]*"'

I

SAYING

S^A'Y

SEEING
SENDING

of

rhe
ls ;.form

Jilrl'.n"Jil;fftake; es;lJ'#:
haae becomes hAs'

Co anA

acldition

,

d,o'
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Questtons and Examples

FORMS OF 'PRONOUNS
NORM FOR
DOER OF
ACT

FORM I
THING
WHIC
ACT I

FORM trIOR
OWNER

DON]

M.)

THIS

F.t

I THIS

N. THESE
M.) THAT
F.
N.) THosE
I

up."
Put the words in sloping print into their right
form, using the past form for the names of acts.
Then put them into the present and future form.

I trrBsp

I rrrar

1"

One
More

)

One
More

I

I

thanone I

thanooe

M.
N.

One

More

than one

WHOSE

WHICH

I

I

One r
More t M.)
F.

thanone

I urosn
WHOM

I

F. I

J

I

M.

HIS
HER
ITS

F.
N.
M.

F.
N.

THEIR

M.
F.

M:Male.
One, though

F *Female.

N-Nosex.

part of the number system (p. l T0l,

-has a use as a 'pronoun'.

For this is my (booh) and so on, we may
- say'

this is m,ine (yours,

ounrs,

theirs, his, hers).

76

Hilre is a bit of prose :
" Caesar tahe most of the men what had been
with Pompey into her arrllr and mahes peace
with the important persons among they. Brutus,
wh'ich, later putti,ng Caesar to death, is one of
these, and they sa,ys that Caesar be faII of regret
when, after the fight, no one had saw him, and
that she was very h"ppy when he giues himself

If Caesar and Brutus were women what changes
would have to be made ?
Wo may now give some examples of the special
use of it for starting statements (see p. 41).
In it see?ns to me . . ., it is tru,e that . o ., it is wise
to . . ., the it ts pointing to what is going to be
said. Tn it i,s raining (see p. 82) the sense of il
is open to argument, but seems to have some

suggestion of a strange power which is responsible
for events.
The use of haae with h,ad in example 5 is very
like the use of haae with the name of a quality.
I haue the food read,y:f haae the food got;I haae
got the food,. I{ere are some other statements in
the same form :

f haae done the worh.
A rat has tahen the cheese.

The erperts haae mad,e a test.

NOTE. For those *
n"ve no knowledge of
English, or are only in the early stages," the
learning of these different forms and their uses
will probably be the hardest part of their work.
Putting together examples of all sorts, such as
will later be given in every Basic school-book, is

the best way ; but till these are ready, the learner will be able to make the right sort of lists

from the material which he comes

reading.
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across in
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In the same way in which
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i
l
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COMPARISON

there are

different degrees of heat, it is possible to
have different degrees of any quality, and
different amounts of a thing or substance.
How are these degrees made clear in
Basic English ? For this purpose, there

are the ' adverbs' almost, enough, littl,e,
much, quite, so, aery; but sometimes we
have to make statements about one thing

in

comparison with another, and these
compilisons are made possible by rnore
and rtost, which are formed from much.
An example will nnake the use of these two
word.s clear : If I had much money
yesterday, and my friends had the same

amount ; and if I get more money to-day
though my friends do not, f will then have
most money. This gives us a sort of rough

in the same way with
qualities. An event may be frequent,
lnore frequent, ot ttost frequent; a person
may be tired, more tired,, or most tired ; a
thing may be necessary, morc necessory, ot
scale which is used

tnost necessa,ry.

Rule. Statements of

comparison are

made by putting ,nore and most
of, an

' adjective '.
78

in front

Though n'rore and most may be used
with any quality word, a certain number
of these words take the endings -0/ , -est,
which have a more natural sound to
English ears. These are generally the
shorter words like .fat,long, red,truce.L The

learner will best get these into his head
by reading and talking ; the sense is the
same whichever form is used. ,But it is
necessary to give special attention to
two words which are not regular : bad,
which makes comparisons with the forms
znorse and ,utorst, and good,, forming bettar
and best.
Little is another ' adverb ' which has
forms for comparison. s These are less
and least, and when used with names of
qualities, they make the opposite end of
the scale to that which is formed by rnore
and rnoEt.

The only quality words about which
of comparison are not made

statements

are those whose sense gives no suggestion
these are first,
last, male, female, s6ttne.

of degree. Examples of

r Take note of the forms :
fatter, flatter, red,der,

, th'i,nner, utatter.
'sadder
2 There are only three other ' adverbs ' which
do this trick : far, farther (fwrther) , farthest; near,
nea,fet, nearcst; woll', better, best. In addition,
inner and outer are formed from in and out.

7g

".lq

To make a statement of comparison
complete the joining word than is used

aueetions and Fxamples

when one is talking to business men it is

town;

worfl,en a,re less strong than rner, ;
and equal comparisons are put into the
form as . . . &s, so that we say she ,is as
good as her sister i butter is not as aheap as it
was.

In

a

good thing to make on-e's statements as short as
possible. How would you say this in g words ;
There is not as gyeg,l a nimpgr oi snahes in Engtiia
as there 'is in Afri,ca? (Theri are,l,ess snaics in
England, than in Africa).
Does it seem strange to you that there are
some quality words wtiich do not ever come into
comparison statements ? rf two things are the
sa,rne,is it possible for them to be mori like one
another thaq t4qy are ? I{ave you ever been
earlier than th.e fi,rst person at a meeting ? If so,
you qay be of the opinion that it is polsible foi
an only son to have brothers.
Put the right words in the statement :
W.!ten_2t_ou-g_o-from the north you get- to the

when the comparison is between unequals,
as in the country is more beautiful, than the

addition, this a,s form is used for

making comparisons with the help of some
of the ' adverbs' of degree. We say he is
almost as old as the rn6,na.ger, the l,eaaes a,re
quite &s green, a,s the grass, the coat is onl,y

south. would this be equally tiue if you

were

going to the west, or the iast i
Are there aqy words of which you are able to

cgltainly from the sound thit they do not
:"y
take the endings la/-,. -_es! ? What aborit d,epen_
dent, necessary, foolish ? Would you put'
flal
'
and thich in the same group ?

as new as the hat.

Another form of comparison is possible
with as and such; for example, such cornforts as these, ot cam,forts such as these.

What are the errors here :
Thc baddast boy diil wallest in the tost ?

A

"tq
il

'ff
,il

i{
$
lr{

,d

,f,

,{I

fl

Pointing at one or other of these pictures, make
statements like These birds are wiser than these
birds, these birds are less w'ise than thesc b,ird,s,
,"itl ha?fy, a,ngry, fool,ish, quiet, hind, and

uiol,ent.

,il
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3.

ENDINGS

Rule.

IN

-ER, -ING, .ED

300 of the 600 names take the -a/,

-ing, -ed endings.l
Of these names, 200 are general and 100
are names of picturables. The name of a

thing is formed by the addition of -er and
-ing; the name of a quality by -ing and -ed.
Though all these endings may be used
with any of the 300 names, there are
some with which -er and -ing will
probably not ever be needed because
of the sense. ' Rainers ' and ' snowers '
have no place in our experience, and
it is a little hard to see what sort of
thing would be ' smiled'.
The names of acts are the most straightforward. u Here the -er form becomes the
name of the person or thing which does
the act in question; -ing makes the
' adjective ' used about the doer and the
name of the act when in process of being
done

; and the -ed form gives the

' adjective ' of the person or thing to which
the act is done
r There are other words in the Basic List
which take some of these endings. It is not
necessary to have a knowledge of them, but
anyone with enough experience may make use

Act,r attack,, exchange, Afss, roll, smash,
turn are among the words in this group.
, Another simple group is formed of the
names of conditions of feeling or being.
With a number of these the change of
sense is parallel to that which takes place
with the names of acts, -er forming the
name of the person or thing in the
condition, -ing the ' adjective ' used about

such a person, and so on. Examples are
desire, fear, loae, regret. With the other
words in this group, -er makes the name

of the thing

causing

the condition of

comfort, heat, surprise ; -ing then naturally gives the ' adjective ' used of this
cause, and -ed that of the thing in which
the condition is caused. It may be noted

.that 'resting ' is used of a person taking
or a person giving rest, and the same
is true of balance. The only condition
word which is not like one of the two sorts
of examples given is motion This is

'Fest

because it is only a special use of the word,
for a sign made with the arm or hand,

which takes the endings.

of them-though naturally with great care in

r A pe5son acting on the stage is an actor, a
seaman is a sailor, and a person to whom the
payment of a debt has to 6e made is a creditor.
But the sounds are the same as if the endings
were i\ -c/.

88
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writing for learners.

There is a very important group of words

in which the -ing form is used for the
doing of some act for which the thing
named is used, or in which it takes the
chief part. With substance words the
'act is frequently that of putting the
substance on to something. ' Oiling' is
putting oil, or, an ' oiler ' is a person or
apparatus which does this, and an 'oiled
machine ' is a machine into which oil has
been put. Butter, chal,k, conl, ink, polish,
sug6n, water and a number of other words

are of the

same

sort.

(' Dusting

',

on

the other hand, generally has the sense
of taking dust otr). Some words which
are not names of substances, such as
couer, feather, letter, stamp have the same
behaviour. Another list might be made of
names of things whose -ing ending gives
the sense of putting. ' Bottlittg ' is
putting into a bottl,e, ' carting ' is taking
in a cart, ' pocketing ' is putting in one's
pocket, and ' prisonitrg ' is putting into
pr6son. With most of the other words
in this group the -ing act is clear enough
from the purpose for which the thing in
question was made. Arch, brush, com,b,
drain, hammer, plough will glve no trouble
to anyone. But possibly it may not be
84

'

quite so clear that ' detailing ' is grving
all'the details, that 'wheeling' is pushing
a thing on wheel,s, or even that ' handit g '
is offering in the hand.
A fourth group is formed by words in
which the -ing form gives the nrune of the
act by which they were made. Some of
these words are fictions ; for example,
answer, damage, ffict, request,^stop. But
others are the names of things which
are formed by a quite straightforward

physical process. We may see a bit of
wood ' cracking ', or a house ' burnilg ',,,
and we ourselves do the ' folding' which
makes a fold, and the 'roofing ' which

gives us a roof. It may seem a little
strange to some that 'raining ' is the
process of making rain, because it is the
rain itself which comes down. But because
the rain does not become rain till it comes
down in the form of rain, there is a good
reason for placing it in this group. \ryith
fhwer, it is only the end part of the process
which is named by the addition of -dng, the
time of bursting into flower being the only
thing which is covered. Branch, cuurue, and
fork are a little different from the others,
because the ' branchirg ', ' curving' , and
' forking ' go on all the time.

In

addition

to the four chief groups

has the sense of keeping an eye or,

which have been given attention so far,
there are some words which make up only
very small groups, or even do not go into
any group at all. One such group is that
formed by cook, guide, judge, in which the
-i*g form gives the name of the work
which it is normal for a cook, guide, or
judge to do. The -er form is here unnecessaty, though a' cooker' is a cooking-

without a word of help from the teacher,
pointing out the connection between a
train of carriages and the train of. events
which makes up the process of learning,
and between the watch which a man's eye
keeps on the clock and the watch which
keeps an automatic finger on the time.
We have seen that the -ing form may be
the name of an act being done or an
account of the person or thing doing it.
Where the act may be done in a certain
direction or to some thing, it is natural to
say looking at the tky, painting e picture.
Sometimes the -ed' adjective' is given

apparatus. From farm, garden, rtarket,
and mine are formed the names for the work

which is done in those places, But
'harbouring ' is acting like a harbour to,
'landing' is comiog to land,' placing ' is
putting in a place, and 'schooling' is a
form of training which is not necessarily
gr\ren in school,. ' Causing' (being a
cause

a second sense and used about things which
have the substance or thing named by the
root form. In this way we get 'hooked '
:with a hooh,' pointed' : with a point.
In addition to the 300 names which take 3
endings, all the act-words ending in -ing may
take -er in place of the -ing, and have a use as
' adjectives'. A' builder' may be' building' a

of), 'milking' (getting mil,k from),

' pricing ' (puttirrg a price on) are examples
of words with which the endings may be
worked quite simply from a knowledge of
the root sense. ' Viewit g ' (looking at
something as if it was a aieu), 'facing'
(turning one's face in the direction of),
and ' skirting' (going round the edge of)

bui,liling, &' learner ' may be 'learning' (learning)

and so on. With them are grouped the -ing
' adjectives ' of the same sort-boil'dng, hangi-ng,
liaing, and waiting, Please takes -er, -ing, -ad.
There are six names of qualities with -er and

-ing endings : clean, cut, Q,ry, open, separate, and

shut. ' Cleaning' is making clean, and a man
who does this is a ' cleaner'. Anyone with the
necessary knowledge of normal English may

little less natural. And the learner
will probably not see how 'training' becomes teaching or education, or 'watching '
seem a

put -er, -ing endings on to other ' adjectives '.
Here is a list of the 300 :
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QuestlonE and Examples

200 cENTRAL NAMEs

act, air, Ansu)er, ottach, attempt, bach, balancc,
basa,,breath, hurn, butter, cauie, chalh, chance,
ehange, cloth, coal, colour, comfort, condition,
eontrol, cooh, copper, copy , corh, cough, couer ,
cra.ch, credit, crush, c/!, cr,Jrue, damage, d,esign,
desire, d,etail, disgust, doubt, dust, edge, effect, end,,
exchange, experience, fear, fire, flower, fold, Jorce,
form, front, glass, gfi/, group, guide, harbour,
hate, heat, help, hopa, humour, 'ice, increase, inh,

interest, iron, join, journey, judge, jump, kich,
hiss , land, laugh, lead,' letter , leael, lift, light, limit,
list, looh, loae, machine, marh, marhet, tna,ss,'
tnea,su,re, milh, mine, mot'ion, tnoue, na,me, need,
note, number, o.ffer, oil, order, ornament, Page,
pain, paint, paper, part, paste, place, plant, Play,
po'int, poison, polish,, powder, pri;e, print, produce,
profit, protest, pull, pwrpose, push, question, rAik,
ra,nge, rate, ra,y, reason, record, regret, request,
respect, rest, reward, roll, rub, ruole, salt, scale, seat,
sense, shade, shame, shoch, sid,e, sign, siluer, slip,
slope, smash, smile, smohe, sneeze, snow, soap,
sort, sound, space, stage, start, steam, steel, step,
stitch, stone, stop, stretch, suga,r, support, surprisa,
talh, ta,ste, tafi, test, thunder, time, tin, top, touch,
tyade, transport, trich, trouble, turn, tuist, unit,
urtse, aalwe, uiew, uoice, walh, uash, utaste, utatet,
rrJa,ue, Il)ztfr, weather, weight, u)ord, work, wound,.

Ilere is a list of words. Every word in the list

gets the same sort of sense from the addition of
the endings as some other word in the list. See
which of them go together : pump, polish, fol,d,,
roll, ornarnent, bottle, crush, brush, group, damage.
You may be at a loss to see which word to put

with group. Bottl,e is the answer,

because

grouping is putting into groups in the same way
in which bottling is putting into bottles. Which

2 words would you put these with : sponge,
whip, wire, cord, ?
Put the 5 words rneasure, ra,nge, uni,trt cloud,
rnepz in their places in these examples :

1. We haae jewels
in quality from the
poorest to the best.-ing
2. A ruler is a
-ing-rod.
8. Tahe the digest'ion
ircto account when
-ing
out a meal for persons in hospital.
4. The aomm'i,ttee made a
attempt to get an
-ed
adjustment of distribution.
5. The glass'ua,s
with steam.
Put words into -ed,
the spaces so that these

statements make sense :
She i,s
a booh at the library.

-ingis
The family
better neu)s.
-ing forthe fi,etd, or sm,iling the
Might-one say rain{ng
yna,% ? (No, because only rain is ' rained ' and only
smiles are ' smiled '. But we might say raining
on the fi,eld, smi,li,ng at the man).
A rough guide for memory purposes is not to
make use of an -ed form where it would be wrong
to put another sort of ' adjective '. For example,
we do not say I haae blue the book.
Put these groups of letters in the right order
to make Basic words with one of the three
endings : crrwrNTs, DoNrDoNrcET, cuRDoDEp,
aRESUDEM, RESRUPTOP.

sq%afe,

thumb,
whistle,

88

t Qniting is said with long 'i' as in *i,ght.
2 Some words ending, l:.ke map, in a stopped sound with an
open sound before it, put the last letter twice before the
additioq of -,er, -irt, or -ed, as a sign that the open sound is
no!. !o be changed. Exanples are control(lingl, mai(Oinel,
nct (tdn

gl,

r e gr et

(tin g) .
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